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Glenaras CSG aims to solve Australia's gas shortage
GALILEE Energy is gearing up
to solve Australia’s gas shortage
crisis, aiming to achieve solid gas
reserves by the end of 2018 and fast
tracking pipeline construction to
get the gas to market.
The company’s gas wells at
Glenaras Station south of Aramac
has one of the largest remaining
uncontracted gas resources on
the east coast with a contingent
resource independently certified at
5,300PJ.
If the contingent resource were
converted to reserves it would be
enough gas to supply the entire
east coast market for eight years,
managing director Peter Lansom
said.
“The projected shortfalls in the
Australian east coast gas market
present an enormous opportunity
for the Galilee Energy gas assets.
With very few other projects in the
appraisal or development stage
currently capable of meeting this
shortfall, Galilee Energy is well
placed to capitalise on this large
potential given the size of our
assets,” he said.
Over the next 12 months
the company would work to
commercialise
the
Glenaras
project and had entered a binding

Memorandum of Understanding
with Jemema to fast-track the
pipeline, he said.
While the company knows the
coal seams in the Galilee Basin are
rich in gas, extracting it has been a
long and frustrating process.
The original well was sunk in
1990 and like most CSG wells was
fracked, but the original owner,
Enron, and subsequent owners and
operators were unable to extract
enough water from the coals to get
the gas flowing.
About two years ago the company
realised that the problem was
caused by extensive sand beds
throughout the coal. As fast as they
pumped out the water, it continued
to flow in from the sand beds.
The company then decided to
sink a well into the topmost seam
and attempt to dewater the coal
without fracking. This proved more
successful and it achieved gas flow,
although dewatering the coals has
continued to be problematic.
It recently began using lateral
wells – a 500 metre long pipeline
running horizontally through the
coal seam with vertical intersect
wells to help remove the water.
“The lateral pilot did get good
gas production but still not enough

water was desorbed to get sufficient
flow to book reserves,” he said.
The company has now completed
the design of a new multi-lateral
pilot, with three parallel horizontal
wells spaced 250m apart.
“The outer wells will shield the
central well and allow it to draw
the reservoir down below critical
desorption pressure and achieve
commercial gas rates more rapidly,”
he said.
The multi-lateral plot design was
similar to successful lateral plots in
the Gunnedah basin.
Importantly, the proposed new
pilot will be able to utilise existing
production facilities such as camp,
evaporation pond and surface
pumping equipment. Nor would
it require vertical wells for the
pumping system, “significantly
reducing the capital cost of the
upcoming lateral program and once
proven will significantly reduce
future development costs”, he said.
The company was presently
tendering for the drilling and
completion work, with drilling
planned for the first quarter of 2018.
The company also has low water
treatment costs and has proposed
reinjecting the water back into the
coal seams.

Its agreement with Jemema will
see the pipeline company engage
with local communities, conduct
field surveys and complete the
pipeline design concept works
while Galilee Energy work to
prove the gas resource was large
enough to underwrite the pipeline
construction.

“By undertaking the early
planning works, both Jemena and
Galilee Energy will be ready to
proceed to front end engineering
and design on both pipeline and
field development in 2019,” Anton
Boey, executive general manager
corporate
development
said.
Continued page 7

Galilee Energy's proposed multi-lateral plot design showing the layout of
the three horizontal wells. The vertical production wells, shown at the
right of the diagram, have proved unnecessary and will not be drilled.*
Source Galilee Energy's Investor Roadshow.

The Longreach Leader’s Literary Competition rides again!
CALLING all writers, poets, artists
and photographers for the Longreach
Leader’s annual Literary Competition
where winners, runners-up, also-rans
and best of the rest will be published
in our Christmas Reading Issue on
December 8.
The competition is our chance to
show off the creative talents of our
readers and enjoy their work over
summer.
This year we are offering four $100
Visa cards as prizes for the best work

by adults and four $50 Visa cards for the
best work by school aged children.
We have contacted all the schools in
our circulation area, inviting them to
send us the best work by their students
this year. We are always delighted by
the fresh and original take our young
people have on the world.
While many of the poems and
drawings are about Christmas, they
can be about any subject.
We also invite parents and students
of children away at boarding schools to

consider submitting some of their best
work.
Our adult writers and artists have
their own, unique perspective on life
in the bush and it’s one worth sharing.
So, take a punt and send your
best work to us. The deadline for
submissions is December 1 for
publication in the issue of December 8.
Stories should be a maximum of 400
words and poems are limited to 150
words. It's a challenge to get the most
into a brief story, but they can be more

powerful because of that. It also means
we can print the maximum number of
entries.
Readers can submit longer
pieces – they may be printed,
but they won’t be eligible for a prize.
Please ensure your name, address
and a contact phone number are on
every entry - otherwise we may have
difficulty getting the prize to you before
Christmas.
The December 8 issue is our
bumper Christmas issue and deadline

for advertising is November 24.
For more information contact our
advertising manager Tania Hunt at
advertising@longreachleader.com.au
or our advertising rep Helen Barrett
at features@longreachleader.com.au.
The
last
issue
for
2017
will be on December 15 and the first for
2018 is on January 12.
The Longreach Leader office will
close at noon on Friday,December
15 and reopen at 8.30am on Monday,
January 8.

● Livestock & Wool Marketing ● Rural Finance ● Insurance ● Real Estate ● Farm Supplies ●
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Elders has played a key role in rural Australia for more than 176 years. As a leading agribusiness, we are committed to providing you with a solution that meets your needs
across every aspect of your farming business. Our expansive network across Australia, China, Indonesia and Vietnam offers you links to markets, tailored advice and
specialist knowledge across a range of products, including farm supplies, livestock, wool, grain, finance, insurance, and real estate. We are committed to delivering value
to the local communities in which we operate and the future of Australia’s agriculture industry. Contact your local Elders Office:-
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